require Polish spaces. But if E is a separable Banach space its dual may fail to be Polish, and then it is difficult to prove (I/*)* = I/**.
In [5] (Theorem 5) Gastaing proved the two formulas (I/)* = I/* and (//*)* = //** for E separable Frechet but T metrizable compact. In [6] he succeeds to prove the same formulas for abstract T and E separable Banach space, using th,e fact that E r endowed with σ(E', E) is a Lusin space.
Here we shall extend the formulas to a Souslin locally convex space E whose dual E r is also a Souslin space for at least one locally convex topology compatible with duality. That is the case if E is a separable Frechet space, and many locally convex spaces deduced from separable Frechet spaces (for example most of the spaces encountered in the theory of distributions) have that property. Some new results on measurable functions and measurable set-valued functions with values in a Souslin space are given in a preliminary section. In particular Lemma 2 extends Bourbaki ([2] Ch. IV § 5). For applications and further references see , IoffeTikhomirov [8] , Rockafellar [12] . 
1* Functions and set-valued functions with values in a Souslin
0} 0} = Γ~(h(U)) = pr Γ (G n (Γ x
It is easy to see that Gf](T xh(U)) belongs to <if®&(h(U)).
But h(U)is a Souslin space (because Z7is Borel hence Souslin). Thus by the projection theorem (Aumann [1] , Sainte Beuve [14] ; for completeness we sketch a short proof in the Remark 2 below) φ~(U) belongs to ^. Thus we can apply standard theorems on measurable selections: Castaing ([4] Th. 5.2) and for abstract measurability Valadier ([16] Th. 0.3). The conclusion is: φ has a sequence of measurable selections (σ n ) such that for every t the σjt) are dense in φ(t). Put u n (t) = hoσjt).
Then the u n (t) are dense in Γ{t).
2. The function σ n is the limit of a sequence of ^measurable functions assuming a finite number of values. Hence u % has the same property.
3. Finally if T is a Hausdorff topological space and μ a Radon measure (see Bourbaki [3] Schwartz [15] for measures on Hausdorff spaces), it is well known that, as P is Polish, σ n is Lusin measurable. That is for each compact Ka T and ε > 0, there exists a compact K ε <zK such that μ(K-K ε ) ^ ε and σ n is continuous on K e . Obviously u n has the same property.
REMARKS.
(1) Existence of one measurable selection has been proved by Sainte-Beuve [14] under a weaker hypothesis: Γ is not supposed closed-valued. She extends Aumann's theorem, which was stated for a Lusin space.
(2) We sketch now a short proof of the projection theorem. The statement is the following: if S is Souslin and Ge <&®&(S), the projection of G onto T belongs to ^ When S is compact metrizable, this theorem is well known (Meyer [9] , Neveu [10] ): Gis analytic and its projection is analytic, hence belongs to ^ which has been supposed complete.
If S is Polish, S is G δ (countable intersection of open sets) in a compact metrizable space E. Then it is obvious that ^®^(S)ĉ ® &{E) and the projection theorem is true for S Polish. Finally if S is Souslin: let P be a Polish space and h: P-+S continuous and
Here l τ x h is the map (ί, x) H-> (t, λ(a?)) from ΓxPto T x S, and pr Γ denotes either the projection from T x S onto JΓ or the projection from T x P onto Γ.
COROLLARY. If S is a Souslin space and u: T~+S is a function whose graph belongs to ^(x) &(S), then u has the following properties:
(
is the limit of a sequence of ^-measurable functions assuming a finite number of values (3) Moreover if T is a Hausdorff topological space, and μ a Radon measure, then u is Lusin μ-measurable.
Proof. Apply Lemma l(b) to Γ(t) = {u(t)}. LEMMA 
Let E be a Souslin real locally convex vector space, and u: T->E a function.
(a) Then the four following properties are equivalent: 
is the limit of a sequence of ^-measurable functions assuming a finite number of values (3) u is scalarly measurable (that is for each x'e E\ <V, u( )) is measurable) ( 4 ) the graph of u belongs to <^(x) ^(E). (b) Moreover if T is a Hausdorff topological space, and μ a
It is an open set. It is well known that there exists a countable subset D of I such that
U(i) U ieD iel
As k is onto, that implies U u t = u σ;.
Hence the countable subfamily (f^i zD separates points of S.
REMARK. This result has been proved by Schwartz [15] in a more general form. LEMMA 
Let Ebe a Souslin locally convex space and u: T->E scalarly measurable. Then the function (t, x')
Proof. This follows from property (2) of Lemma 2. Indeed let u = lim u n where the u n are ^measurable functions assuming a finite number of values. Then u n (t) = xζ if t e Tξ f and <^f u n (t)) = <a/, «;> if ίeΓj.
Thus (t, α? f ) H^ (x' f u n (t)) is ^0 ^(£") measurable on Tξ x £", hence on all Γ x E\ Finally <a/, w(ί)> = lim (x\ u n (t)) is a measurable function of {t, x f ).
LEMMA 5. Let E be a Souslin locally convex space and u: T-*E scalarly measurable. Then there exists a sequence (TJ in & such that u(T n ) is compact, and T -\J T n is μ-negligible.
Proof. As μ is σ-finite it is sufficient to prove the result when μ is bounded. By property (1) of Lemma 2 one may consider the measure v = μ°u~ι on (E, &(E)). As E is Souslin, v is a Radon measure (Bourbaki [3] Prop. 3 p. 49). Therefore there exists a sequence of compact sets (K n ) in E, such that v({jK % ) = v(E). The sets Γ w = u~\K n ) have the required properties.
2* Decomposable vector spaces of functions* Integrands* Prom now on E is a Souslin real locally convex vector space and its dual E* is supposed to be Souslin for at least one topology compatible with duality (we remark that this is equivalent to supposing that E f is Souslin for the weak topology σ(E', E)). We denote by <£f (resp. £?') a vector space of scalarly measurable functions from T to E (resp. E') f and by L (resp. I/) the space of equivalence classes for equality almost everywhere.
Note that by property (2) 
of Lemma 2 for each u e £f, and each v e £?', t h-» (v(t), u(t)} is measurable. We make the hypothesis that for each u e *Sf and each v e £f\ t h-» (v(t), u(t)) is integrable. We denote by (v, u) the number I (v(t), u(t))μ(dt).
We denote by ^£ r E k (resp. ^Jί) the space of scalarly measurable functions from T to E (resp. E f ) such that f(T) is compact (here it is important to choose a Souslin topology on E'). DEFINITION (1) If Sf is decomposable and v e £f\ then Vue^Sf, (v, u) 
( 2 ) // £f and Jzf are decomposable, the bilinear map (u, v) M> (v, u) As E is the dual of £", it contains a sequence (e n ) which separates points of Έ f (Lemma 3). Therefore v -0 a.e. (2) The second part is obvious from the first. DEFINITION 
A function f: ΓxJ57-*JR( = .[-oo, oo]) is said to be a normal integrand on T x E if for every t, f(t, •) is lower semicontinuous and f is ^® &(Έ) measurable. It is said to be a convex normal integrand if it is a normal integrand and for every t, f(t, ) is convex.
In the following lemma epi f(t, ) denotes {(a?, r) G E x R \ r ^ /(ί, a?)} . LEMMA 
T%e function f is a normal integrand iff the setvalued function t\-> epi f(t, •) is closed valued and its graph belongs to if® &?{E) x
Proof. First note that the closure of epi/(ί, •) is equivalent to lower semi-continuity of /(ί, •)• (1) Suppose /is a normal integrand. The graph G of ίh-*epi/(ί, •) is given by the formula G = {(*, s, r) I r ^ /(*, x)} and hence belongs to (2) Suppose that the graph G belongs to Therefore, for each reR, {(ί, a?) | (ί, a?, r)e G} belongs to (Neveu [10] Prop. ΠI-1-2). But Thus / is <g*(g) ^(S) measurable.
REMARK. It is easy to see (using the fact that R has a countable basis of open sets) that &{E) (x) &(R) = &{E x R).
LEMMA 8. If f is a normal integrand on T x E, then the function defined by
Proof. By Lemma 7 (and the remark) the set-valued function ίi-*epi/(£, •) has a measurable graph. By Lemma 1 there exists a sequence of measurable selections (u n , r n ) such that for every t the (u n (t), r n (t)) are dense in epi/(ί, is a measurable function of (t, x').
3* Conjugate integral functional^* DEFINITION 3. Let f be a normal integrand on T x E. An integral functional is defined on Jίf by If(u) = \ f(t,u(t))μ(dt), with the convention (+°°) + (-°°) =
JT + oo, that is the integral is + oo if positive and negative parts of f (t, u(t) ) are nonintegrable. (t, u o 
(t))). Remark that f*(t, v(t)) ^ a o (t).
(2) Now we prove that there exists a For n large enough one has ί a,μ + [ a Q μ^ β .
\ rp 1 rp rn

Put t (t) if te T n
Then ^ € £? because ^f is decomposable. On T n one has
), u(t)) -f(t, u(t)) â nd on Γ-T n (V(t), u(t)) -fit, U(t)) ^ a a (t) .
Hence I (v(t), u(t))μ(dt) -\ f{t, uit))μidt) ^\ a iμ
JT JT JT n (Note that f + (t, u{t) ) is integrable so that ί f (t, u(t) )μ(dt) is not +00.) That proves the inequality ^. The remainder of the theorem is obvious.
